Many have become aware of the disparity and inequities that grassroots organizations like Girls Like Me Project face. In response, we have gotten many inquiries from people who want to make a difference for the lives of Black girls we serve. As the founder of GLMPI, I recognize the genuine desire to support and want to ensure that we help guide your efforts with intention.

Our greatest needs are to be in a position for sustainability and growth. Much of the support grassroots typically get are one time grants for programs/projects that are expense heavy and do not support revenue generation nor solvency.

To those who care to help GLMPI fulfill its mission to transform the lives of Black girls, here are ways you can help our organization be solvent and thriving:

**Retain culturally competent professional support in the following areas:**
Accountant/Bookkeeping- $6,000/annually
Attorney- $5,000/annually
Strategic Resource Development
Curriculum Development
Board Training (ongoing)

**Relationships:**
Public Officials
Policy Makers
National Media Literacy organizations/coalitions

**Assets**
Dedicated GLMPI Transportation/Vehicle (15+ passenger)
Operations space - leased $12,000/annually
Digital Media Center and Research Center (facility and land)
Establish an endowment

Sincerely,

La'Keisha Gray-Sewell
CEO-Founder
Girls Like Me Project, Inc.